
TimVeg CMI Walkthrough Plot Monitoring 
 

Enabling Walkthrough Survey 

From the PLOT LOCATION screen 

From the CMI Plot menu select PLOT LOCATION 

 

There is a new WALK-THRU? Prompt in the PLOT LOCATION screen. 

 

Select YES or NO to indicate whether or not this plot is a Walkthrough plot.  Press ESC to continue.  If NO 

was selected then the user is returned to the PLOT menu.  If YES was selected then the WALKTHROUGH 

screen appears (q.v. Editing the Walkthrough Boundary Locations instructions). 

Editing the Walkthrough Boundary Location(s) 

 

This screen is accessible from the PLOT LOCATION screen and the tree data entry navigation menu. 

Use the Edit, Add and Delete menus at the bottom to modify the walkthrough locations (Bearing and 

Distance).  The program will automatically calculate the Pin1…Pin4 bearings.  The number of locations 

that can be entered is limited only by memory/disk space. 

The BRG value is limited to 0 – 359.  The DIST value is limited to 0 – 22.56 ( = 2 x 11.28m plot radius). 

The Pin1…Pin4 calculations assume that the plot radius is 11.28.  If the plot radius is not 11.28 then the 

Pin results will be incorrect.  



A “---” value for the pin bearings indicates that: 

 The calculation has not been performed yet because data is missing – fill in BRG and DIST or; 

 The distance is > 11.28m.  In this case PIN 3 and PIN 4 are not available. 

Marking Trees for Walkthrough  
The tree Walkthrough flag was added to the CMI tree screen.  The Residual (r) label in the red circle was 

moved up and the new Walkthrough (W) flag added underneath, to the left of the Species Code.   

 

If the plot is Walkthrough then the valid flags are: 

 “-“ : a tree that is in the plot, in the target polygon and not a walkthrough 

 “W”: a walkthrough tree that is in the target polygon, but is within the walkthrough area noted 

by the calculator 

 “O”: tree is out of the target polygon 

If the plot is NOT Walkthrough then the Walkthrough flag is not present. 

Validations 

While Editing the Boundary Locations 

There are immediate validations for both the bearing and distance values. 

 The BRG value is limited to 0 – 359 

 The DIST value is limited to 0 – 22.56. 

Immediate Validations While Editing the Tree  

 

When entering the Walkthrough flag (w) an immediate validation checks for correct values (-, O, W).  In 

case of an invalid value the following message appears: 

 



End of Plot Validations 

If Walkthrough is enabled then the tree’s walkthrough flag must be -, W, or O.  The error message is: 

“Missing or invalid Walkthrough Code (must be -, W, O).” 

If Walkthrough is not enabled then the only valid flag is blank.  The error message is “Non Walkthrough 

plot must have blank tree-walkthrough flag.”  The only way to remove all the walkthrough flags is to 

turn on Walkthrough flag in the plot size screen,  visit each tree and enter a space as the walkthrough 

value, then turn off the Walkthrough flag in the plot size screen. 

Exporting the Walkthrough Data 

Pin Locations 

The Pin Locations are exported in the CH Notes.  The distance and bearing are exported in the following 

format: 

014 1   3Walkthrough Boundary001:11.20m @035degrees from plot center. 
014 1   3Walkthrough Boundary002:03.54m @123degrees from plot center. 
Walkthrough entries where the distance (DIST) value is blank are not exported. 
 
There can be any number of walkthrough locations.  Each is exported on a separate CH Note line.  The 
red three digit value is a sequence number.  The green two digit, two decimal place value is the distance 
in meters and the blue three digit number is the bearing.  

Walkthrough Trees 

The tree numbers of the Walkthrough boundary plot trees will be exported in the CH Notes records 

(014).  For each sector that has Walkthrough boundary trees one 014 row will be created for type W 

trees and one row will be created for type O trees.  Example: 

014 1   4Walkthrough W boundary trees for sector 1: 333,334 
014 1   5Walkthrough O boundary trees for sector 1: 335 

014 1   6Walkthrough W boundary trees for sector 2: 339,340,351 
014 1   7Walkthrough O boundary trees for sector 2: 356,358 

 


